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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let d y be the Laplacian in y = ( yr , y 2 ,..., y,),n>2,andletAbeasecond- 
order, linear, elliptic operator in x = (JC, , x2 ,..., b >,, , r ) m > 2, with coefficients 
depending on x and y. Consider the ultrahyperbolic operator 
L = A, - nl, (1.1) 
on a domain D x r, where D is a bounded domain in Iw” and I’ is a positive 
cone in Iw”. Protter [4] and Murray and Protter [3] showed that a nontrivial 
solution u(x,~) of the differential inequality 
such that u vanishes on the boundary of D x r, cannot tend to zero arbitrarily 
fast as 1 y 1 - co. More precisely, they proved in the cases F(r) = Ye and 
F(Y) = log Y  that under appropriate conditions on the coefficients in (1.2), 
the energy associated with nontrivial solutions cannot tend to zero faster than 
every positive power of exp(--F([ y I)) as j y / + 00. Recently, Murray [2] 
has obtained a generalization in the case F(Y) = T”, 01 > 1, to ultrahyperbolic 
operators of the form B, - A, where B, is an elliptic operator in y which is 
close to A, for large / y /_ 
Our purpose is to extend the results of [3] to more general exponents F(r). 
In Section 4 we will establish conditions for the “exponential-like” behavior 
associated with a class of exponents which include F(Y) = ra, u > 0. Section 5 
contains a set of conditions for polynomial decay that are somewhat weaker 
than those of [3]. Our method of finding conditions for these “maximal” rates 
of decay is similar to that used in [2, 3, 41 in that a lower bound is established 
for a certain weighted integral from which an energy lower bound may be 
deduced. Instead of employing integral identities, however, we will make 
use of the techniques of ordinary differential inequalities that we applied 
previously [5, 61, to hyperbolic inequalities. 
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2. GENERAL ASSUMPTIONS 
Let the ultrahyperbolic operator L = A, - A be defined on D x r where 
D is a bounded domain in [w” and r is a positive cone in [wn defined as follows. 
Suppose C is a domain on the unit sphere in 02” such that C has a piecewise 
smooth boundary X and set 
r = {y E UP: y/r E c, I > 11, 
where I = j y  1 = (yr + **a + yJl/*. Also set 
foranyR>l. 
C(R) = {y E r: 1 y  1 = R} 
We assume the operator A is given in the self-adjoint form 
with coefficient aij = aj, of class C1(D x r). Furthermore, we suppose there 
is a positive function m(r), r >, 1, and a positive constant 6 such that 
and 
m %, & 7&+ tx9 Y) t&j 3 -(2 - 6, y-lm(r) I E I*, (2.2) 
for all (x, y) E D x r and all 5 E 08”“. 
Murray and Protter measured the decay of solutions in terms of the energy 
integral 
a@; Y) = r-‘+l jet,, (II u II* + II Y? II2 + II % II’> do, 
where jj ZI jl denotes the L?(D) norm of I ‘u (, and 1 a j is the Euclidean norm 
of v  if o E Iw”. We will state our results in terms of the integral 
E(u; T) = y-*+1 j=(,, (II u II* + a(~, 4 + II u, II’) do, (2.3) 
where a(v, w) is the symmetric, bilinear form 
m  
u(w, w) = 
SC 
D i.j=l 
aij(x, y) wxiwzj dx. 
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The ellipticity condition (2.1) implies that for any function o E Cl(D), 
Similarly, if we define 
44 v) 3 m(y) IIv,v /12. (2.5) 
a,.(~, w) = j f a$j (x, y) v,,wxj dx, 
D i,j=l 
then, as a consequence of (2.2), we have 
a,(v, v) > -(2 - 6) r-lm(r) I] v,v 112. (2.6) 
3. THE WEIGHTED INTEGRAL 
The weights are positive functions of Y  expressed in the form exp(XF(r)), 
where h is a positive parameter and F is a nonnegative, increasing function 
of class Cs[I, co). Further assumptions on F will be made in Sections 4 and 5. 
Here, we will derive an expression for the derivative of a weighted integral 
involving any function u E C2(D x r) which satisfies the boundary condition 
u(x, Y) = 0 if XE aD or y/y E X. (3.1) 
I f  we set w = u exp(AF(r)) and f = F’, then 
where 
A,u = e+(A,w - 2hfw, + rr2hw), (3.2) 
h(r, A) = AY[AY~(Y) - (n - 1) f(r) - Ye’]. (3.3) 
Now define 
_O(Y, A) = Y-ni-1-u 
I 
[y2 II w, II2 - II Vsw II2 + ~~4~3, w) + h II w II”] da, (3.4) 
C(r) 
where p is nonnegative constant depending on the function F. The symbol Vs 
denotes the gradient operator on the unit sphere A’,-, in R”, defined [I] as 
0, = (4 , 4 ,..., ha), 
with dk operating on functions v  E Cl(S,+,) by 
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In this notation, the Laplace-Beltrami operator on S,-, is given by 
As = $ dk2 
B=l 
and the Laplacian in UP by 
A, = a”/ar* + (n - 1) +alay + y-2~S. 
THEOREM 1. Let u E C*(D x r) satisfy the boundary condition (3.1). If 
w z u exp(AF(r)), then the derivative of the integral (3.4) with respect to r is 
given by 
n 
QJr, A) = r-'" J, [2Y%?yWu,, Lu) + r(W- 2n + 4 - CL) IIw, II2 
+ P+ II VSW I/* + (2 - P) +4 w) (3.5) 
+ y2a,(w, 4 + (h, - v-Q) II w II”] do, 
where (a, *) denotes the inner product in L*(D). 
Proof. Introducing spherical coordinates y = (r, 9) into the integral (3.4), 
we may write 
Ok, 4 = P Jc [r* II w, II* - II VSW II2 + r*a(w, w) + h II w II*] da. 
Now differentiate with respect to r to obtain 
Qt(y, 4 = r” j-C [~Y*(w, , w,,) - WSW, Vs.4 + 2r*a(w, w,) 
+ 2h(w, 4 + y24w, 4 + (2 - PCL)~ II w, II* 
+ v-l II vsw II2 + (2 - P) ra(w, w) 
(3.6) 
+ (4 - pr-lh) II w II”] da. 
Integrating by parts over C in the second term and over D in the third term 
of (3.6) and making use of the boundary condition (3.1), we may combine 
the first four terms of the integrand in (3.6) into 
2r2(=4. , w,, + r-*ASw - Aw + r-2hw) 
= 2r*(w,, Lw + r-*hw) - 2(n - 1)~ I] w, lj2 
= 2r2eAF(w,, Lu) + 2r(2hrf - n + 1) I/ w, j12, 
where we have made use of the identity (3.2) to obtain the last expression. 
Substitution of this into (3.6) yields (3.5). 
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An immediate corollary of Theorem 1, by virtue of the inequalities (2.5) 
and (2.6), is the lower bound 
f&Jr, A) > Y-u 
s 
[2Y%qW,, Lu) + Y(4AYf- 2n + 4 - p) 11 w, Ii2 
C 
+ CL+ II Vsw II2 + (6 - PL) m II V,w Ii’ 
$- (h, - /~r-lh) 11 w [I’] do. 
(3.7) 
4. EXPONENTIAL-LIKE DECAY 
In this section we study energy decay associated with the class of exponents 
F whose first derivatives f are positive, twice continuously differentiable func- 
tions satisfying the additional conditions: 
(yf)' B %f for some constant c, > 0, (4.la) 
f’= O(p) as Y+ co, (4.lb) 
rf”=O(f2) as r+co. (4.lc) 
We refer to the corresponding asymptotic behavior as “exponential-like” since 
the functions F(Y) = yoL, 01 > 0, are members of this class. The conditions 
(4.1) are used to obtain estimates for log Y and log f  and establish specific 
bounds on h and h, . 
LEMMA 1. If  f  satisfies the conditions (4. la) and (4.lb), then 
log Y = O(F) and logf=O(F) as r+co. 
Proof. Note that (4.la) implies rf(r) > f(1) > 0 for Y 3 1. Thus, as a 
result of (4.1 a) and (4.1 b), both assertions are simple consequences of the fact 
that the logarithmic derivatives of r and f  are bounded by a constant multiple 
off =F’. 
LEMMA 2. If  f  satisjies the conditions (4.1), then there is a constant A, > 0 
such that if h >, A, 
+&f(y)]’ < h(y, A) < 2[hrf(r)12 (4.2) 
and 
My, A) >, cJ2rf2(r) (4.3) 
for ally > 1. 
Proof. The estimates (4.2) follow easily from (4.1 a) and (4.lb) if we express h 
in the form 
h(~, A) = (hrf)2{1 - W[(n - l)/(rf) + f’/P]>. 
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Similarly, the lower bound (4.3) is an immediate consequence of the conditions 
(4.1), since 
My, 4 = ~“~.fy2(~f)‘lf - A-‘[yf”/f2 + (n + 1) f  ‘If” + (n - I)/(yf)l>. 
Note that /\s depends only on n, f(l), and the constants in (4.1). 
Next, we establish the basic lower bound which, together with the assump- 
tions on f, will allow us to specify conditions for the energy associated with a 
nontrivial solution to decay no faster than a positive power of exp(--F(r)). 
LEMMA 3. I f  u E C*(D X T) is a sohtion of 
llLu II2 G %(Y) II u II2 + n(y) II v.ru II2 + 9J,(y) II v’,u II2 (4.4) 
and satisjies the boundary condition (3. l), then 
Qr(Y, A) 2 Y-u 
s 
c Wkf - 2n + 4 - CL - hd(~f)l II *, II* 
+ [CLY-~ - d(hf )I II OS* II2 + [(a - P> ym - y”d(~f)l II VP II2 
+ [h, - +h - r2v,@f) - 2hryv,] 11 w II”} da. (4.5) 
Proof. For any positive function O(Y, h), we have 
2eAF(w, , Lu) 3 -15-l 11 w, II2 - OesAF /I Lu /12. 
Applying (4.4) to this inequality and using the relation 
II c,u II2 = II 11, II2 + c2 II csu 112, 
we obtain 
2eAF(w, , Lu) 2 --8-l II w,. 112 - qvo II w 112 + 9)1 II V,W 112 
+ P2(ll *r - A! /I2 + r-” II VP II’>1 
2 -(e-l + 2eq2) 11 W, 112 - y-*e,2 11 vsw 112 
- bl II V,W II* - e, + 2wv2) II w II?. 
Using this inequality in (3.7), we find that 
p(4hf - 2n + 4 - p - ye-l - 2yep)2) 11 a!, 112 
c 
+ b-1 - b2) II v.9 II* + [(s - CL) ym - ~*e~,i ii VP 112 
+ [h, - py-lh - ey2(v’o + 2W2q41 II * II”} do. 
I f  we choose B = (iif)-‘, then (4.5) is the result. 
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THEOREM 2. Let u E C2(D x lJ satisfy the differential inequality (4.4) on 
D x r and the boundary condition (3.1). Suppose f satisfies the conditions (4.1) 
and assume 
If 
either 90 = O(r-If”) or O(r-lmf) as r-+cO, (4.6a) 
p1 = O(r-lmf) as r-co, (4.6b) 
972 = Ok’f) as r-+00. (4.6~) 
!+I eBftr) E(u; r) = 0 (4.7) 
for every p > 0, then u E 0. 
Proof. We first show that, if 0 < p < min(S, c,/2), there is a A, > A, 
such that Q+(r, A) > 0 for all T > 1 and all h 2 A, . Note that (4.6~) implies 
that q2 = 0( f’) as r - cx, since rf(r) > f(1) > 0. Thus the fact that the 
coefficients of /I w, j12, /I V,w 112, and // V,w II2 in (4.5) are positive for h sufficiently 
large is an immediate consequence of the conditions (4.6). The coefficient 
of 11 w /I2 in (4.5) may also be seen to be positive for large h under the first of 
conditions (4.6a) and condition (4.6c), since by Lemma 2, 
h, - pr-lh > (c,, - 2~) h%f2 
for h > A,, . I f  f2 = o(m) as r -+ co, then we may obtain the positivity of the 
coefficient of II w II2 under the (then) weaker second condition of (4.6a). This 
follows from the fact that, due to the boundary condition (3.1), there is a constant 
K depending only on the size of D such that 
II w  II2 < K II VP I/‘. (4.8) 
Note that A, depends only on n, f(l), and the constants in (4.1) and (4.6). 
Using the upper bound (4.2) for h, we find from (3.4) that 
Q(Y, A) < r-R+3-ue2AF .c(r) [II u, + xfu !I2 + a@, 16) + 2W2 II u II’3 do F 
for X 2 A,. Thus the estimates of Lemma 1 may be applied to give us the 
bound 
Q(Y, A) .< const . X2e2cn+c)FE(u; r) (4.9) 
for some constant c depending on f  and for all I > 1 and all X > A, . Now 
fix r0 > 1. Then, since Q is a nondecreasing function of Y  for A > A, , we have 
Q(r, 39 < Q(r, A> (4.10) 
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for Y > r0 and X > h, . Thus, if h > h, and I 3 r0 , both (4.9) and (4.10) 
hold. But the hypothesis (4.7) implies that the right side of (4.9) tends to zero 
as r -+ co. It follows that Q(Y,, , X) < 0. On the other hand, using the lower 
bound (4.2) for h, we find that 
Q(Y, ) A) 2 Y;n+3--u2AF(ro) J c(r,) [-II Csu II* + a(~, u) + WY’ II u I,‘1 de 
for h 2 X, . Hence, if u F 0 for 1~ j = ro, then Q(Y,, , h) > 0 for h sufficiently 
large. Thus u = 0 for 14’ 1 = Y,, . Since Y,, is arbitrary, u must vanish identically. 
Remarks. 1. IfF(Y) = YX, CY > 0, and m(y) = WZ”, a positive constant, the 
conditions (4.6) become (i) either v0 = O(Y~~-~) or O(Y~-*) as Y + a, (ii) 
vr = O(Y+~) as Y -+ co, and (iii) qa = O(Y&-*) as Y -+ co. Note that these 
include the condition, found in [3], that p),, , ~r , and ~a be uniformly bounded 
in the case OL = 2. However, the first of the conditions (i), y,, = O(G), provides 
a better result in this case. 
3 -. We should mention that although one sometimes refers to this type 
of result as determining a “maximal” decay rate for a class of solutions, we 
make no assertion about the existence of a maximal rate of decay nor, given 
its existence, what that maximal rate is. In special cases, however, it is possible 
to find functions u(.Y, y) which exhibit this type of behavior. For example, 
let LJ and 0 be eigenfunctions of the Dirichlet problem for A, on D and A, 
on C, respectively, and let p(r) = exp(--rl) with OL > 0. Then the function 
u(x, y) = t(x) e(q) p(r) has energy E(u; Y) = O(exp(--yv”)) as Y - co for some 
constant y  > 0 and u is a nontrivial solution of 
II 4,~ - A+ /I* ,< v,,(y) I/ u I/*, 
with pa(y) = O(Y~+~) as Y + 00. But we can only conclude from the theorem 
that E(u; Y) cannot tend to zero faster than every positive power of exp(--r”“/3). 
5. POLYNOMIAL DEC.~Y 
The results of the preceding section cannot be applied to determine conditions 
for polynomially bounded decay. The difficulty arises from the fact that the 
function F(Y) = log Y does not satisfy condition (4.la) and this in turn means 
that R, does not satisfy the lower bound (4.3). Indeed, it is easy to verify that 
h = h* - (n - 2)X, so (4.2) is valid but h, I 0 in this case. Murray and Protter 
overcame the difficulty by assuming v2 G 0 in the differential inequality (4.4) 
and using the inequality (4.8). By picking a slightly different function, namely 
F(r) = log(r + l), which still gives polynomially bounded decay, we will 
demonstrate that a somewhat more general result is valid. Although the corre- 
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sponding function h still does not satisfy (4.3), we will prove that h, is bounded 
below by a positive function for sufficiently large X. 
LEMMA 4. If  F(Y) = log(r + l), then there is a h, > 0 such that if X > X, 
then h sutisjies (4.2) and 
for allr > 1. 
hr(Y, A) >, PY(Y + 1)-S (5-l) 
Proof. The assertions follow from 
h(Y, A) = A*Y*(Y + 1))“(1 - h-‘[(n - l)(l + l/Y) - 11) 
and 
hT(Y, A) = h’r(r + l)-3(2 - h-q?2 - 1)(1 + l/Y) - 21). 
In this case, X, depends only on n. 
THEOREM 3. Let u E cS(D x r) satisfy the dz@-rential inequality 
IILU II2 < %(Y) II * II2 +- R(Y) II VP II2 + P)3@) II % II2 (5.2) 
and the boundary condition (3.1). Suppose 
either v0 = O(Y-~) OY v0 = O(r-‘m) as r--,00, (5.3a) 
If 
?1 = O(r-*m) as ~+a, 
fp, = O(y-3) as Y + co. 
hi r~E(u; Y) = 0 
(5.3b) 
(5.3c) 
for ezwy jY3 > 0, then u = 0. 
Proof. As in Lemma 3, we begin by applying the differential inequality 
(5.2) to the inequality (3.7) for Q,. . H ere, however, we set f(r) = (Y + 1))’ 
and 8 = A-l(r + 1). Moreover, there will be no term in I( VSw ]I2 since we have 
replaced II V,u \I2 by 11 ur II* in the differential inequality and taken TV = 0. Thus, 
in place of the inequality (4.5), we have 
Qr(Y, A) > s, {Y[3hY(Y + l)-’ - 2n + 4 - 2klY(Y + l)p,] 11 w, I/* 
+ [Srm - A-lr*(r + ~)cJJ~] 11 V,w II* 
+ [h, - A-lr*(r + l)~, - Xr2(r + l)-‘r+~~] jl w I\“} da. (5.4) 
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The hypotheses (5.3) on CJ+, , q+, and p)a together with the lower bound on h, 
of Lemma 4 imply that Qr > 0 for h sufficiently large. As before, we apply 
the second of conditions (5.3a) if we use (4.8) to incorporate the term in q+, 
of (5.4) into the coefficient of 11 V,w ]14. We omit the remainder of the proof, 
since it proceeds exactly as in Theorem 2. 
In the case m(y) = m, > 0, the conditions (5.3) become q.+, = O(Y-2), 
CJJ~ = O(r-‘), and p)s = O(Y-~) as Y - co, which include the results obtained 
in [3]. 
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